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1. INТRODUCTION 

The EINSTEIN, EXOSAT and ROSAT observatories measured surface temperatures of 
certain neutron stars and put upper limits оп the surface temperatures of others (see Ref. [1] 
and further references therein). Data оп the supemova remnants in 3С58, the Crab, and 
RCW103 indicate rather slow cooling, while the data for Vela, PSR 2334+61, PSR 0656+14, 
and Geminga point to significantly more rapid cooling. In the so-called standard scenario 
of neutron star cooling, the most important channel uр to temperatures Т :::; 108_109 К 
сопеsропds to the modified URCA process n n -> пр е v. Rough estimates of its emissivity 
were first made in Ref. [2]. Friman and Maxwell [3] recalculated emissivity of this process in 
а model, in which the nucleon-nucleon interaction is treated with the help of slightly modified 
free one-pion exchange. Their result for emissivity, c;~ м, proved to Ье ап order of magnitude 
higher than previously obtained. The value c;~ м was used in various computer simulations 
resulting in the standard cooling scenario; see Ref. [4], for example. Subsequent works [5-7] 
took in-medium effects into account in N N -interaction, showing that emissivity ofthe modified 
URCA process depends heavily оп neutron star mass. For stars of more than опе solar mass, 
the resulting emissivities tumed out to Ье substantially higher than the values given Ьу c;~ м. 

These and other in-medium effects were recently incorporated in the computer code [8] 
leading to а new scenario of neutron star cooling. For low-mass stars numerical results of the 
new and standard scenarios more or less coincide. In the present work, we continue to look 
for enhanced reaction channels. То demonstrate the efficiency of new reaction channels, we 
compare the results with emissivity c;~ м, which dominates cooling in the standard scenario 
over the temperature range under consideration. 

Besides the modified URCA process, the standard scenario numerical codes also include 
neutron and proton brernsstrahlung processes n n -> n nvv and пр -> n pvv, which in 
all mode1s lead to а somewhat smaller contribution to emissivity than the modified URCA 
process [3,5,6,9]. Alsо included are processes that contribute to emissivity in the neutron star 
crust. These are plasmon decay 'Ypl -> v V [10,11], electron brernsstraWung оп nuclei е А -> 

eAvv [11-13], electron-positron annihilation ее+ -> vii [14,15], and photon absorption 
Ьу electrons 'Уе -> е vii [15-17]." Numerical simulations show that the latter two processes 
contribute only negligibly to the crust neutrino emissivity at the temperatures under discussion 
in this pape~ and they always contribute negligibly to the fиll neutron star's emissivity; see Fig. 7 
ofRef. [11]. 

When the temperature decreases, it is energetically favorable for neutrons to pair in the 
neutron star interior and inner crust and for the protons to pair in the star's interior. In а 
system with nucleon pairing the emissivity of the modified URCA process is suppressed Ьу а 
factor ехр[-(дn + др)jТ] [3], where дn and др are the respective neutron and proton gaps, 
defined Ьу 

т ·-Т 
Дi(Т) = дi(О) c~. B(Tc,i - Т) 

с,. 

(here В(х) is the Heaviside step fиnction, i = {р, n}, and Tc,i is the сопеsропdiпg critical 
temperature for nucleon pairing). At temperatures Т « Тс,р, Тс,n the process becomes 
marginal. Nevertheless, this star's interior process still dominates those of crust cooling uр 
to temperatures Т '" 108-109 К, depending оп the values of the gaps; see Fig. 7 of Ref. [11]. 
For Т :::; (1-3) . 108 К cooling in the standard scenario is largelydominated Ьу the photon 
emission from the neutron star surface. 
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In the present work we look for more efficient cooling processes at Т < Те,р, Те,n. We 
analyze photon decay into neutrino-antineutrino pairs. The related processes 'Уе -+ е у;; and 
'Ур -+ РУ;; turn out to Ье suppressed Ьу several orders of rnagnitude compared to those under 
discussion, due to the lack of free final states in degenerate fermionic systerns, and are therefore 
not considered here. The contribution ofphoton decay via electron-electron-hole intermediate 
states for the case of а normal electron plasma in white dwarfs and neutron star crusts has been 
ca1culated Ьу several authors (see Ref. [1 О] for furtherreferences). In an ultrarelativistic electron 
plasma, а photon acquires an effective in-medium plasmon dispersion law with а gap equal to 
the electron plasma frequency UJpl ~ 2 е J.Le / vГз1Г, where е is the electron charge and J.Le denotes 
theelectronchemicalpotential(weemployunitswithh = с = 1). Therefore, thecontributionto 
emissivity of the cited process is suppressed Ьу а factor ехр( -UJрl/Т). Nevertheless, in white 
dwarfs and neutron star crusts, the electron density is not too high, and the process is still 
effective. In neutron star interiors, the electron density Ре is equaI to the proton density Рр Ьу 
virtue electrical neutrality, and along with f3 stabiIity one obtains а relation for the total density 

Ре = Рр ~ 0.016ро (:а) 2, (1) 

where Ро ~ 0.17 [т-3 denotes the nuclear saturation density, and we use the values of 
the neutron and proton Fermi momenta [3], РРn ~ 340(р/ ро)!/3 МеУ and РРр = J.Le ~ 
~ 85(р/ ро)2/3 МеУ. Thus, at typicaI densities for neutron star interiors Р ~ Ро, the value of 
the electron plasma frequency is high, e.g., UJpl(PO) ~ 4.7 МеУ for Р ~ Ро, and at temperatures 
Т < Те,щТе,р < UJpl the process 'YWpl -+ ее- 1 -+ У;;, where the superscript -1 denotes the 
hole, is strongly suppressed. We therefore seek another process that сап contribute to rapid 
cooling. 

We exploit the fact that, contrary to а normaI electron plasma, in superconducting proton 
rnatter, due to the Higgs-Meissner effect, the photon acquires an effective mass that is smaII 
compared to the plasmon frequency. In the region of proton pairing at Т < Те,р, we therefore 
find that new decay processes of massive photons ('Ут) via electron-electron-hole (ee- 1) and 
proton-proton-hole (Pp- 1) intermediate states to neutrino-antineutrino pairs, 'Ут -+ ee- 1+ 
+рр- 1 -+ Yl;;l, 1 = {e,J.L,r}, candorninateneutronstarcoolingatcertaintemperatures. These 
processes are determined Ьу the diagrams 

--~'!!-cxv + --~"!.GКV 
е-! _ p-l_ 

v v 

In the first diagram, the solid lines in the loop are related to Green's functions of nonsuperfluid 
relativistic electrons. In the second and third diagrams, the solid lines in the loops correspond 
to superconducting nonrelativistic protons. The distinct orientations of arrows indicate that the 
second diagram is ca1culated with so-called «normaI» Green's functions -+-, which Ьесоте 
the usual Green's functions for normal Fermi liquids in the limit др -+ О. In contrast, the 
third diagram is buiIt ир with the «anomalous» Green's functions +---+ and -+--+--, which are 
proportional to the proton gap. Therefore the contribution of the third diagram vanishes for 
др -+ О. The fat vertices in the second and third nucleon diagrarns include nucleon...,.nucleon 
correlations. 
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The contribution to neutrino production matrix elements of the third diagram and terms 
proportional to the gap in the second diagram is as small as (др / Ерр)2 « 1 for Т < Тс,р « Ерр 
(here Ерр is the proton Fermi energy), compared to the contribution of the second diagram 
calculated with the Green's functions of the normal Fermi liquid. То this same accuracy, we 
drop the third diagram and use the Green's functions ofprotons for the normal Fermi liquid1) in 
the second diagram. We thus calculate emissivity according to the first two diagrams, assuming 
др = О in the second diagram but taking into account that the photon dispersion relation is 
changed due to proton superconductivity. 

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we show that in the region of proton 
superconductivity due to the Higgs-Meissner effect, the photon spectrum is rearranged, and 
instead of the plasmon gap the photon acquires а mass, which is now determined Ьу the density 
of paired protons. In Secs. 3 and 4 we demonstrate the efficiency of these new processes in the 
course of neutron star cooling. The emissivity corresponding to the above diagrams is calculated 
and compared with emissivity of the standard URCA process and photon emissivity from the 
neutron star surface. In Sec. 5 we detail our conclusions. 

2. PHOTON SPECfRUM IN ТНЕ SUPERCONDUCfING PНASE 

As is well known [18], the photon spectrum in superconducting rnatter and in а normal 
plasma are substantially different. In the superconducting matter considered here, we deal with 
two subsystems. The normal subsystem contains electrons and nonpaired protons and neutrons, 
which are present to some extend at finite temperatures. The superfluid subsystem contains 
paired protons and neutrons. In the presence of а superconducting proton phase, normal 
currents associated with both electrons and residual nonpaired protons are fully compensated Ьу 
the corresponding response of the superconducting current [18,20,21]; otherwise there would 
Ье по superconductivity. What rernains after this compensation is а part ofthe superconducting 
current. The resulting photon spectrum is thereby determined Ьу the inverse of the London 
penetration depth (due to the Нiggs-Meissner effect [18]), but not Ьу the plasma frequency, 
as in the normal system. 

In convential superconductors, which contain positively charged ions, paired electrons, 
and normal electrons at Т 7- О, the photon spectrum is determined Ьу the relation between the 
vector potential А and the current j, which is proportional to А; see Eqs. (96.24) and (97.4) 
of Ref. [20]. The analogy with the present case is straightforward. From the latter equation, 
for sufficiently low photon momenta we immediately obtain the relation 47rj ~ -m;'(Т)А 
between the Fourier components of the current and the vector potential, where the effective 
photon mass is 

m,(Т) ~ Т < Тс,р' (2) 

Here т; denotes the effective in-medium proton mass, and р;(Т) = Рр(Тс,р - Т) /Тс,р denotes 
the paired proton density. The choice of а linear temperature dependence for р; corresponds 

1) Note that in conventional nuc!ear physics one usual!y emp!oys partic!e-ho!e diagrams even at zero 
temperature, thereby considering nuc!ear matter to Ье norma!. Small effects of pairing сап Ье neg!ected, 
since the typica! energy in а nuc!eonic partic!e-ho!e diagram is of the order of the Fermi energy f F, and 
fF ~ !l ho!ds [7,18,19]. 
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to the Ginzburg-Landau approach. А small complex contribution '" е2 !(VJ, k)exp( -!!.р/Т)А, 
where !(VJ, k) is а function of the photon frequency VJ and momentum k, has been neglected 
in the аЬоуе relation between j and А. More realistically, for Т near Тс,р, one must take 
into account this off-shell effect for the photon. At lower temperatures, сопесtiоп terms are 
exponentially suppressed. Below we take the photon spectrum to Ье 

(3) 

thus neglecting the aforementioned small polarization effects. 
Note that extemal photons cannot penetrate far into the superconducting region. The 

photons that we deal with are thermal photons with foregoing dispersion law, govemed Ьу the 
сопеsропdiпg Bose distribution. In considering neutrino reactions below, we integrate over the 
photon phase-space volume, thus accurately accounting for the distribution of these photons 
in warm neutron star matter. 

То illustrate more transparently the most important facets of the reconstruction of the 
photon spectrum in the superconducting region, we consider а two-component, locally neutral 
system consisting of charged fermions (i.e., the normal subsystem) described Ьу the Dirac field 
ф, and а charged condensate О.е., the superconducting subsystem) described Ьу а condensate 
wave function 

(4) 

The real quantity ере is the order parameter ofthe system, i.e., ep~ '" nс , where nс is the number 
density of particles in the condensate, and the real value Ф is а phase. In а fermionic system 
with pairing, the density nс is proportional to the pairing gap !!.. 

The equation for the electromagnetic field AJL in such а system reads 

о AJL = 41Г jl-" 

where the сuпепt is 

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (6), we obtain for the electromagnetic сuпепt 

jl-' = j: + 8jl-" 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where the first term j: = -2е2ер~АI-' is the superconducting сuпепt, and the second term 8jJL 
contains the normal сuпепt j;ar and some response j~es from the charged condensate, i.e., 

8)' = )·nат + ).res = ei.l.", .1. + 2еер2а Ф 
1-' 1-' 1-' 0/ 11-'0/ е 1-' о· (8) 

Due to gauge invariance, the phase Ф = ФО + Ф' is not constrained, and ФО сап ье 
chosen in such а way that it cancels the normal сuпепt, i.e., 8jl-' = О; otherwise the 
rernaining part of the norrnal сuпепt would destroy superconductivity and the ground state 
energy would increase. This compensation of the normal сuпепt j;ar, which in metals and in 
normal plasrna is proportional to the electric field Е, is а necessary condition for the existence 
of superconductivity. Only а diamagnetic part of the fermionic сuпепt proportional to the 
electrornagnetic field AI-' тау rernain. The latter rnaу lead only to а minor ('" е2) contribution 
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to the unit values of dielectric and diamagnetic constants. ТЬе remaining part of the рЬше 
ф' is hidden in the gauge field, resulting in the disappearance of the Goldstone field (see the 
analogous discussion of the Нiggs effect, e.g., in Ref. [22]). ТЬе total number of degrees of 
freedom does not change, so the disappearance of the Goldstone field is compensated Ьу the 
appearance of аn extra (third) polarization of the photon. As а result of Eqs. (5) and (7), the 
electromagnetic field obeys the equation 

(9) 

which immediately yields the photon spectrum in the form (3), where the photon mass is now 
given Ьу 

(10) 

What we have demonstrated is known as the Higgs-Meissner effect: in the presence of а 
superconducting component, the photon acquires finite mass. We see that in а two-component 
(normal + superconducting) system, the photon is described Ьу the dispersion relation (3), as 
it would Ье in а рurеlу superconducting system, and not Ьу а plasma-like dispersion law, as in 
the absence of superconductivity. Another way to arrive at Eq. (3) is given in the Appendix in 
а noncovariant formulation. Sirnilar derivations for different specific physical systerns, guided 
Ьу the general principle of the compensation of the normal сuпеnts in а superconductor, сап 
Ье found in Refs. [18,20,21,23]. 

Expressing the amplitude ofthe condensate field in terrns ofthe paired proton density [18], 
оnе obtains from Eq. (10) the result (2). Taking т;(ро) ~ 0.8тN (with тN the free nuсlеоn 
mass), with Eqs. (1) and (2) we estimate 

т,(р = ро, Т) [МеУ] ~ 1.6 

Due to the rather low effective photon mass in superconducting neutron star matter at 
Т < Тс,р < VJpl, оnе тау expect а corresponding increase in the contribution of the above 
diagrams to neutrino emissivity. 

То avoid misunderstanding, we note the following. At the first glance оnе rnight suggest that 
the photon self-energy is completely determined Ьу the above neutrino production diagrarns, but 
with neutrino legs replaced Ьу а photon line. If so, the contributions of the electron-loop and 
proton-loop diagrams would accurately determine the plasmon spectrum ofphoton excitations 
with energy gap equal to а high plasma frequency (at least if оnе drops small terms proportional 
to the proton gap in the calculation ofthe proton-proton-hole diagram, now with аn incorning 
and outgoing photon, as suggested for the сопеsроnding neutrino process). How does this 
relate to the massive photon spectrum of superconducting systerns? ТЬе answer is that in а 
system with а charged condensate, in addition to the cited photon propagation diagrarns, there 
appear specific diagrarns for photon rescattering off the condensate given Ьу terrns proportional 
to е2 <p~ AJLAJL and 2е <p~ дJLФ AJL in the сопеsроnding Lagrangian. Тheir contributions to the 
equation ofmotion for the electromagnetic field are, respectively, the last two condensate terrns 
in the electromagnetic сuпеnt in Eq. (6). ТЬе specific condensate diagrarns responsible for the 
compensation of the loop diagram contributions in the photon propagator make по contribution 
to neutrino ernissivity. Indeed, the neutrino legs cannot Ье directly connected to the photon line 
via such interactions (without invoking the internal structure ofthe condensate order parameter 
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'Ре; this contribution is obviously small compared to what we Ьауе taken into account). Тhus, 
we Ьауе argued that in the presence of superconducting protons, neutrino pairs сап Ье produced 
in the reaction shown Ьу the аЬоуе diagrams, where the photons possess rather small masses 
generated Ьу the Higgs-Meissner mechanism. 

Having clarified ofthis important issue, we are ready to calculate the contribution ofthese 
processes to neutrino emissivity and compare the result with known emission rates. 

З. CALCULATION OF EMISSIVIТY 

Тhe matrix element ofthe аЬоуе diagrams for the i-th neutrino species (i = {lIe , 111" IIr }) is 

Jt(i)a = -i~e~ea (г t(i)Jl-р - T(i)Jl-р) 1 
2"fi l' 'у р е Р' 

(11) 

where 

T~i)/-,p = _ Tr! d4p ",/-' iG '(р) W(i)p iG·(p + k) . - { } 
J (2к)4' J J J , J - е,р , (12) 

and 

(13) 

is the in-medium electron (proton) Green's function; nj(p) = (}(PPj - р); e~ is the 
сопеsропdiпg polarization four-vector of the massive photon, with three polarization states 
in superconducting matter. ТЬе factor г'У takes into account nucleon-nucleon сопеlаtiопs 
in the photon vertex. Тhe quantity G = 1.17· 10-5 GeV-2 is the Fermi constant of the 
weak interaction. АЬоуе, lp denotes the neutrino weak сuпепt. ТЬе electron and proton weak 
currents are 

W(i)p = ",p(C(i) _ C(i)", ) 
е , V А ,5 , (14) 

where c~e) = c~) = 1 + 4 sin2 '!9w ~ 1.92 and c~,,) = c~T) = c~) = 1 - 4 sin2 '!9w ~ 0.08; '!9w 
is the Weinberg angle, and c~e) = _C~",VT) = 1. Proton соирНng is сопесtеd Ьу nucleon
nucleon сопеlаtiопs, i.e., Ьу the factors к,рр and 'Урр [24J. 

Integrating Eq. (12) over the епещу уапаЫе, we obtain for the i-th neutrino species 

(15) 

./-' 'р 
F/-'P = J J 

k2[(k . и)2 - k2J' (16) 

where jJl- = (k· u)kJl- - uJl-k2 , (k· и) = k/-,uJl-, kJl- = (w,k), k 2 = kJl-kJl- = (;.} - k2• ТЬе four
velocity иJl- ofthe medium is introduced for the sake of covariant notation. Тhe transverse (7t), 

IongitudinaI (7/), and axial (75) components of the tensors in Eq. (15) yield 

7(i) = 7(i) - 7(i) = 2c(i)(A + k 2 В ) - 2с(-) R (А + k 2 В ) 
t te tp V е е V 1< Р Р , (17) 
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r (i)=r(i)_r(i)=4k2[c(i)B -c(-)R В] 
1 le lp V е V ,. р' 

_ . н 
where R,. - к,рр / Cv ,and 

J dЗр т· [( Pk)2 k4 ]-1 V С - n (р) J I.JJ , Ep(j) = тз~ + Р 2. 
j - (27г)З j Е~j)З - Et - 4E~)4 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Here we note that the contribution of the axial component 'Т5 to the resulting neutrino emissivity 
is smaIl (r5/rt '" m;r5/1.JJ2 r1 '" m,/m'N for protons апд '" (m,me/P~e)ln(PFe/me) for 
electrons), so that it will Ье omitted. 

The squared rnatrix ~lement (11) for а certain neutrino species, summed over the lepton 
spins and averaged over the three photon polarizations, сап Ье cast in the form 

(23) 

where (k . ql,2) = 1.JJ1.JJ1,2 - (kql,2), and I.JJl,2 and Ql,2 denote the frequencies and momenta of 
the neutrino and antineutrino. We have also used the fact that Tr{[JL[V} = 8[qjq2' +qfqi
-gJLV(ql . q2) - 4ic:JLv'\Pql,\q2p]' 

The emissivity of ош processes is given Ьу 

, J dЗk dЗq] dЗ q2 I.JJl + 1.JJ2 
С: .., = (27г)З21.JJ (21Г)З21.JJ1 (21Г)З21.JJ2 exp[(1.JJ1 + 1.JJ2)/T] _ 1 х 

Х L L 1..д(i)IЧ21Г)484 (k - ql - q2). (24) 

Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (24), we finally obtain 

,_ Т5 2G2 21 
С: .., - 9(21Г)З 1Ге а, (25) 

where а = т, /Т, and 
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7;(Х) ~ 4 [ 
2/3 ] 2 

"'" с(-) R ~(1 + х) - C(i) (2-р ) (1 + ~) 
. L....J v К2т*, v 871' р 2' 
l,=Ve ,V/"V.,. р 

(26) 

(27) 

Some numerically small terms have Ьееп dropped in Eq. (26). 
The integral 1 in Eq. (25) сап Ье calculated analytically in the two lirniting cases, а ~ 1 

and а ~ 1: 

(28) 

I(a ~ 1) ~ 2(3) [71(0) + 7;(0)], (3) ~ 1.202. (29) 

Тhus, combining Eqs. (1) and (25)-(28), we obtain ап estimate for emissivity of our reactions 
(we present here the result for т'У > т and for three neutrino species): 

с;'У [~] ~ 2.6·1025 Ti/2 ехр (_ т'У) ( т'У )7/2 (.f.) 8/3 (1 + ~ ~) [1 + 1]] (30) 
v сm3 . s Т МеУ РО 2 т'У ' 

1] = 0.0003 R~ тр .f. _ 0.035 R K тр .f. ( ) 2 ( )4/3 ( )2/3 

т; ро т; ро 
(31) 

Here Т9 denotes temperature measured in units of 109 К. The unity in square brackets in 
Eq. (30) corresponds to the electron-electron-hole diagram, whereas the factor 1] is related to 
the proton-proton-hole (first term in Eq. (31» and the interference diagrarns (second term in 
Eq. (31». 

Emissivity given Ьу Eq. (30) varies with temperature as Т3/2 ехр( -т'У /Т), whereas 
ernissivity of the modified URCA process varies as Т8 ехр[ - (l1p + Lln ) /Т] in the region of proton 
(Llp =f О) and neutron (Lln =f О) pairing. Непсе, опе сап expect that the process 1т -+ 11;; will 
dorninate at comparatively 10w temperatures, when Llp(T) + l1n (T) -т'У(Т) > О and Т < Тс,р' 

4. NUMERlCAL ESТIМATES 

То obtain quantitative estimates we need the values of the nucleon-nucleon correlation 
factors "'рр and ГТ According to Ref. [24], we сап exploit 

(32) 

where fnp ~ -0.75 and fnn ~ 1.25 are the constants in the theory of finite Fermi 
systerns [19,24]; со- 1 = т~PFn/7I'2 is the density of states at the Реrrni surface; Аnn is the 
neutron-neutron -hole 100Р, 

! d3p р2 k 2 

СО Аnn = iCo (271')4 Сn(р + k) Сn(р) ~ 6~~{J)2' (33) 
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for values of IJ.) » IklpFn/m~ of interest, and r-'(fnn) = 1 - 2fnnCoAnn. 

We note that the second term in Eq. (32) is not proportional to а small factor c~), because 
the nucleon-nucleon correlations also allow for emission of lIii-рairs from the nn-' loop. 
Numerical estimates of the ratio Rк, are as folIows: for а » 1, we have Rк, ~ 1.6 for р = Ро, 
m~(po) ~ О.8mn , and Rк, ~ 2.1 for р = 2ро, m~(2po) ~ О.7mn ; for а «: 1, we obtain 
Rк, ~ 1 and correlation effects are negligible. The in-medium renormalization of the proton 
electric charge included in the factor г l' сап Ье also expressed in terms of the constants in 
the theory of finite Fermi systems and the proton-proton loop factor (Арр); see Ref. [19]. Тhe 
latter is suppressed at relatively low proton densities. We сап therefore take ГI' ~ 1. With these 
estimates, we observe that the таin contribution to neutrino emissivity comes from electron
electron-hole processes. 

The ratio of emissivity e~ (30) to emissivity e~M ofthe modified URCA process, RFM = 
= gl'/gFM is 

11 11 , 

R "" 1 5. 104т.- 13/ 2 (дn + др - m1') ( m1' )7/2 
F М "" . 9 ехр т МеУ Х 

Х (1 + -23 ~) (!!...)2 m~ т: [1 + 17]. 
m1' ро m n mр 

(34) 

For further estimates we need the values of the neutron and proton gaps, which 
are unfortunately model-dependent. For instance, the evaluation in Ref. [25] yields 
Дn(О) ~ 8.4Тс ,n ~ 0.6 МеУ, Тс,n ~ 0.07 МеУ for 3Р2 neutron pairing at р = ро, and 
др(О) ~ 1.76Тс ,р ~ 3 МеУ, Тс,р ~ 1.7 МеУ for 1В proton pairing, while Ref. [26] uses 
Дn(О) ~ 2.1 МеУ, Тс,n ~ 0.25 MeVand др (О) ~ 0.7 МеУ, Тс,р ~ 0.4 МеУ for р = ро. 
Employing these estimates of the zero-temperature gaps, its temperature dependence, and the 
photon effective mass, we obtain from Eq. (34) the temperature dependence ofthe ratio RFM . 

In order to fmd the lower temperature limit at which the processes 1т -+ lIii are still 
operative, we need to compare the value e~ with photon emissivity at the neutron star surface, 
e~ = 3(]'Т; / R, where (]' is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Ts denotes the surface temperature 
of the star, and R is the star's radius. Ву employing а relation [27] between the surface and 
interior temperatures, we obtain for RI' = еZ/ e~ 

(35) 

where the star radius and mass are taken to Ье 10 km and I.4М0 , with М0 the solar mass 
and р some averaged value of the density in the neutron star interior. 

The ratios R F М and RI' are plotted as а function of the temperature in Figure for both of 
the foregoing parameter choices. We see that our new processes are operative in the temperature 
range 1·109 K~ Т ~ 8·109 KfortheparameterchoiceofRef. [25], and 1·109 K~ Т ~ 4·109 К 
for the parameters ofRef. [26]. As one observes in Figure, within these intervals the new cooling 
channel might exceed known cooling processes Ьу ир to а factor 106. 
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Temperature dependence ofthe ratios RF м 
and R-y at nucleon density р = ро. Solid 
curves correspond to the parameter choice 
of Ref. [25), whereas the dashed curves 
depict results with parameters of Ref. (26). 
Shaded bars indicate the temperature regions 
in which cooling via massive photon decay is 
more efficient than standard cooling processes 

5. CONCLUDING REМARKS 

As mentioned аЬоуе, for Т > Те,n, Те,р, i.e., in а normal plasma region of the star crust 
and star interior, photons with approximately the electron plasma frequencyl) Wpl сап decay 
into neutrino pairs, as has Ьееп shown in previous estimates [10]. At Т < Те,р, however, we 
are already dealing with massive photons in the region of proton pairing, and our new reaction 
channels сап significant1y contribute to cooling. 

Ош processes сап also occur in а charged-pion (or kaon) condensate state but they are 
suppressed due to the high effective photon mass1) т, ~ J87re2<p~ ~ 6 Ме V for the condensate 
field <Ре ~ О.1т" ~ 14 МеУ. . 

In deriving the уаlие of f:~ м used аЬоуе, опе describes the писlеоп-писlеоп interaction 
essential1y Ьу free one-pion exchange. In reality, however, at р > (0.5-1)ро the total 
писlеоп-писlеоп interaction does not reduce to free one-pion exchange, because of the 
strong polarization of the medium, whereby а significant part comes from in-medium pionic 
excitations [5-7,24]. Occurring in intermediate states of the reaction, the in-medium pions 
сап also decay into e'v, or first into а nucleon-nucleon-hole, which then radiates еу, thereby 
substantial1y increasing the resulting emissivity. Other reaction channels such as n -t npairllV 
and Р -t PpairllV ореп ир in the superfluid phase with paired nucleons [6,24,28], where 
npair (Ppair) means а paired neutron (proton). Al1 these reaction channels give rise to а larger 
contribution to emissivity than that ofthe modified URCA process estimated via free one-pion 
exchange. АЬоуе we compared f:~ with f:~ м just because the latter is used in the standard 
scenarios of neutron star cooling. 

As we also mепtiопеd in the Introduction, there are other processes like those considered 
аЬоуе. Emissivity of the process Р/т -t PpairllV is substantia11y suppressed (at least Ьу а 
factor е2 and also due to а тисЬ smal1er phase-space уоlите) compared to that of the process 
Р -t PpairllV. According to simple estimates, e.g., using Eq. (22) of Ref. [16], the process 
е, -t ellv makes а very smal1 contribution to emissivity both in the inпег crust and in the 
interior of neutron stars, even when опе neglects the photon mass. Thus we тау сопсludе that 
the process е,т -t ellv also leads to а minor contribution to emissivity at the densities and 
temperatures under consideration. 

_1) А rather small extra contribution also comes from the proton-proton-hole diagram. 
1) For simplicity, in this estimate the peculiarities of а condensate with nonvanishing momentum [7) are 

ignored. 
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In summary, the processes 1т --- ее- 1 + рр-l ___ l/V might Ье operative over some 
temperature interval Т :: 109-1010 К, Т < Тс,р, and together with other in-medium modified 
processes [8], they should Ье incorporated into computer simulations of neutron star cooling. 
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APPENDIX 

We сan aIso асЫеуе the same results that Ied to Eq. (10) Ьу starting with Maxwell's 
equations (in obvious notation): 

ikE = 47!',о, i[kВ] = Фл'j - iwE, 

kB = О, [kE] = wB, 

where the charge density ,о is the superposition of the density of [ree charges and the density 
of bound charge. Full free charge density being zero in our case due to Iocal electroneutraIity. 
Тhe current j is а superposition of an external test current and the induced current: 

In normaI systems, the induced current (i.e., the current of nonpaired charged particles) jind = 
= гот is related to Е via IongitudinaI El and transverse Et dielectric constants. Тhis connection 
resиltS in IongitudinaI and transverse branches of the electromagnetic excitations, with an 
effective photon gap equaI to the plasma frequency Wpl [10]. In contrast, in а superconducting 
system the condensate makes two other contributions to the current, namely jA = -2e2cp~A 
and уеэ = 2еrp~yrФ. Letting Ф = Ф(l) + Ф(2), we have jres = j({jS + ja;s. Тhese two terrns are 
determined as follows. As we have argued аЬоуе, superconductivity requires the сотреnsaНоп 
of the normal component of the current proportionaI to Е, i.e., we сап take jnor + ja;S = О. 
Only small contributions '" e2exp(-l::.р/Т)w2А and '" e2exp(-l::.р/Т)k2А, as well as а smaII 
imaginary contribution '" ie2 F(w, k)exp( -I::.р/Т)А, where F is some fиnction of w and k, сап 
stiII remain from the vaIue jnor (see Eqs. (96.24) and (97.4) of Ref. [20]). We neglect these srnall 
contributions. The part of the current '" yr Ф(2) сап Ье hidden in jA Ьу а gauge transformation 
of the field А. We then have 

i[kВ] :: jA - iwE. 

Taking the vector product of this equation with k, we obtain 

(w2 - k2 - 87!'e2cp~)B = О. 

From this relation we observe that the electromagnetic excitations possess the mass given Ьу 
Eq. (10). Непсе, we have demonstrated that опе сап obtain the weII-knоwn plasma photon 
spectrum for а normal system, and at the same time опе сап obtain а massive photon spectrum 
and the Higgs-Meissner effect in а system with а charged condensate. 
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